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Startups form the basis of a more productive and prosperous
nation. Innovative enterprise the world over has made nations

economically better off and people more prosperous. The most
prominent examples that come to mind are those of Germany,
Israel and the US.

Japan's major companies like Toshiba, Hitachi, and Toyota
were once small enterprises. Even countries like China have
greatly benefitted from the policies envisaged in the late 1970s in
making people more productive and prosperous.

The primary point being driven home in all this is that well-
designed policies as such greatly assist in making a productive
people more prosperous. In a way, the 3Ps of policies, people and
productivity lie at the core of becoming a prosperous nation.

India's earlier economic development model has rarely focused
on developing entrepreneurs as a strategic resource for national
development. The colonial overhang in the past has meant that
India's initial years post independence went deeply mistrusting
private entrepreneurs and enterprises in doing social good.
However, this has resulted in what many people call a "mixed up"
economy rather than a mixed economy. This is where Prime
Minister Narendra Modi's speech at the Startup India launch
mentioned the role of government to stop over-regulating and
letting the people themselves resolve the issues they face.

If one comes to think of it, the jobs that India requires over the
next decade - with a million people entering the workforce every
month - cannot be provided fully by the formal sector
multinationals and government's public sector enterprises alone.
In a way, this presents a sizeable opportunity for India to capitalize
on its demographic dividend.

Over the next 10 years, India's aim should be to make the
ecosystem of enabling entrepreneurship more robust and making
it a more viable career option for individuals wanting to take the
plunge. How this will play out will determine India's ability to
leverage its human resources effectively for economic growth and
competitiveness.
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GOOD NEWS

THE NEWS BUREAU

AGood Samaritan in a road
accident case has now been
given a choice of becoming

a police witness or not. The new
Standard Operating Procedures
(SOPs) seek to put an end to police
harassment of 'Good Samaritans'
who choose to assist an injured
person or a person in distress on the
road.

The latest SOP makes it much
easier for an innocent bystander to
provide assistance to victims of
accidents without getting embroiled
in legal hassles too much. In case the
by-stander or passer-by is willing to
be a witness on his own accord, the
SOPs now stipulate that a police
official, in plain clothes, should visit
the witness' house or office or any
other place of the latter's convenience
to record their statement, unless the
'Good Samaritan' chooses to visit the
police station himself.

"The Good Samaritan shall be
treated respectfully and without any
discrimination on the grounds of
gender, religion, nationality, caste or
any other grounds. Any police
official or any other person shall not
force any Good Samaritan who helps
an injured person to become a
witness in the matter. The option of
becoming a witness in the matter
shall solely rest with the Good
Samaritan. The concerned Police
official(s) shall allow the Good
Samaritan to leave after having
informed the police about an injured
person on the road, and no further

questions shall be asked if the Good
Samaritan does not desire to be a
witness in the matter," the new SOPs
say.

All states have been directed to
adopt these SOPs immediately with
effect from January 21. This comes
after the Supreme Court in October
2014 had directed to issue necessary
directions with regard to the
protection of Good Samaritans until
appropriate legislation is made by the
Union Legislature.

The Centre had published
guidelines on May 12 last year for
protection of 'Good Samaritans' and
has now notified SOPs for
examination of such persons by
police. "In case a Good Samaritan
chooses to be a witness, his
examination by the investigating
officer shall, as far as possible, be
conducted at a time and place of his
convenience such as his place of
residence or business, and the
investigation officer shall be dressed
in plain clothes, unless the Good
Samaritan chooses to visit the police
station.

Where the examination of the
Good Samaritan is not possible to be
conducted at a time and place of his
convenience and the Good Samaritan
is required by the Investigation
Officer to visit the police station, the
reasons for the same shall be
recorded by such officer in writing,"
the new SOPs say.

In case the person chooses to
come to the police station, he should
be examined in a single time-bound
session. The SOPs reiterate that any

person who makes a phone call to the
police to give information about any
accidental injury or death, except an
eyewitness, may not reveal personal
details such as full name, address,
phone number etc.

"Any Police official, on arrival at
the scene, shall not compel the Good
Samaritan to disclose his /her name,
identity, address and other such
details in the Record Form or Log
Register.” The Guidelines issued last
May had stipulated that such Good
Samaritans should be rewarded and
not be made liable for any civil or
criminal liability.

No more police harassment
for Good Samaritans
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SPECIAL REPORT

THE NEWS BUREAU

Not more than 30 percent of
sewage generated by 377
million people flows

through treatment plants while the
rest is randomly dumped in rivers,
seas, lakes and wells, polluting three-
fourths of the country’s water bodies,
according to an IndiaSpend analysis.

An estimated 62,000 million
litres per day (MLD) of sewage is
generated in urban areas, while the

treatment capacity across India is
only 23,277 MLD, or 37 percent of
sewage generated, according to data
released by the government in
December 2015.

Further analysis of this data
reveals that only 522 out of 816
municipal sewage treatment plants
(STPs) listed across India work. So,
of 62,000 MLD, the listed capacity is
23,277 MLD but no more than
18,883 MLD of sewage is actually
treated. That means 70 percent of

sewage generated in urban India is
not treated.

While 79 STPs don’t work, 145
are under construction and 70 are
proposed, according to the Central
Pollution Control Board’s
Inventorization Of Sewage
Treatment Plants report.

Of the 522 working STPs across
India, the maximum are in the
northern state of Punjab, which has
86. But no more than 38 work. Uttar
Pradesh has the most working STPs,

70 percent of urban India's
sewage is untreated
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62, followed by Maharashtra (60)
and Karnataka (44).

Further, about 85 million in urban
India lack adequate sanitation - more
than Germany’s population. In terms
of rural households, only 48.4
percent (87.9 million) have toilet
facilities as on December 7, 2015.

Around five million urban
households having pit latrines that
have no slabs or are open pits, and
about 900,000 toilets dispose off
faeces directly into drains. Only 32.7

percent of urban households that
have sanitation facilities use toilets
connected to an underground sewage
network. As many as 30 million
urban households (38.2 percent), of
the 79 million households with septic
tanks, have no clear method for
sewage disposal.

Sewage generation in India from
class-I cities (with a population more
than 100,000) and class-II towns
(population 50,000-100,000) is
estimated at 38,255 MLD, of which
only 11,787 MLD (30 percent) is
treated, according to the Faecal
Sludge Management (FSM) report
by Water Aid, a safe-water and
sanitation advocacy, quoting a 2009
CPCB report. 

The untreated sewage is dumped
directly into water bodies, polluting
three-fourth of India’s surface water
resources, the FSM report said. Up to
80 percent of water bodies could be
polluted, the report said.

Operation and maintenance of
existing treatment capacity is below
par, with 39 percent plants not

conforming to environmental rules
for discharge into streams, the CPCB
report said. An estimated 75 percent
to 80 percent of water pollution is
from domestic sewage, discharged
untreated into local water bodies.

Another menace is open
defecation, which remains a major
challenge. About 12.6 percent of
urban households defecate in the
open. This number is higher for
slums, with 18.9 percent of
households defecating in the open.

Around 1.7 percent of households
across India defecate in the open
despite having toilets, the
government informed the Lok Sabha
in a reply last month, based on a
2012 National Sample Survey report.

In Madhya Pradesh, around 22.5
percent urban households defecate in
open spaces, followed by Tamil
Nadu (16.2 percent), Uttar Pradesh
(14.8 percent), Gujarat (8.7 percent),
Maharashtra (7.7 percent) and Delhi
(3 percent).

A staggering 55 percent of rural
households defecate in the open,
according to data tabled in the Lok
Sabha on May 7, 2015. Odisha tops
list, with 86.6 percent of rural
households defecating in the open. In
Kerala, no more than 3.9 percent of
households defecate in the open.

The Swachh Bharat (Clean India)
Mission, launched by the National
Democratic Alliance government on
October 2, 2014, aims to make India
open-defecation-free by October 2,
2019.

The government plans to

construct 2.5 million individual
household toilets in urban areas by
2015-16, of which 882,905 were
constructed upto December, 2015,
according to latest data available.

As many as 32,014 out of
100,000 community and public
toilets have been built under the
Swachh Bharat Mission. The rural
sanitation programme, in its first
year, saw the construction of 8.8
million toilets, against the target of 6
million.

The untreated sewage is dumped directly into water
bodies, polluting three-fourth of India’s surface water

resources, the FSM report said. Up to 80 percent of water
bodies could be polluted, the report said.
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FACT FILE

THE NEWS BUREAU

It’s no less than any Tollywood
film scene. A businessman on his
way to office in his car was

accosted, overpowered at gunpoint
before being forced to board another
car driven by his business partner.
And when the victim tried to escape,
the man wielding the gun opened fire
at pointblank killing the businessman
on the spot.

It all happened on December 18,
2015 in Keesara police station limits.
The businessman killed was 43-year-
old G Krishna Mohan Rao of Alwal.
At around 10 a.m. on the fateful day,
Krishna Mohan, who runs Balaji
Metal Industries at Thimmaipally,
was on the way to office after
dropping his daughter at her college.
He was alone and driving his car
when a Suzuki Maruti Ritz car
suddenly overtook his vehicle at
Anthaipally and was forced to stop
his car.

Suddenly, a person emerged out
of Ritz car and approached Krishna
Mohan and ordered him to leave the
car and board Ritz car at gunpoint.

While getting into the car,
Krishna Mohan noticed his business
partner Jalagam Srinivas Rao sitting
at the wheel and sensed danger. Even
as the car began moving, Krishna
Mohan tried to escape but the man
wielding the gun opened fire at
pointblank killing Krishna Mohan
instantaneously. The assailants fled
the place leaving the body on the
road.

A relative of Krishna Mohan,
who works in Balaji Metal Industries
and was on his way to office noticed
the incident and found his uncle lying
dead. He informed his family

members about the incident. The
victim’s wife Shantipriya lodged a
complaint and told police that she
suspects the involvement of Jalagam
Srinivas Rao in the killing.

During investigation, police
learnt that Krishna Mohan and
Srinivas Rao were partners in
business and developed disputes over
financial issues related to sharing of

rents and flats in the building they
had constructed near Shilparamam in
Hitech City.

Srinivas Rao approached
Janashakthi leader Kura Rajanna
seeking settlement of the issue.
However, Krishna Mohan did not
heed to the threats following which it
was decided to eliminate him.
According to investigations, Kura
Rajanna provided the muscle power
for executing the plan.

Rajanna introduced a person
named Nagaraju to Srinivas Rao
saying he would execute the job.
Accordingly, the duo laid in wait and
found opportunity on December 18
and killed Krishna Mohan in cold
blood, police said.

Keesara police identified the role
of eight people in the case and
arrested four persons – Srinivas Rao,
Bandi Yadaiah, T Narayana and
Velama Bal Reddy – while four
others including Kura Rajanna were
absconding.

‘Real’ Murder in Filmy Style
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Large-scale violence broke out
in Tuni town of Andhra
Pradesh on January 31 as

protesters demanding reservation for
Kapu caste set afire a train, two
police stations and many vehicles,
police said.

Soon after the violence, Kapu
leader Mudragada Padmanabham
announced that he was withdrawing
the protest.

The mobs went on a rampage in
the town - about 100 km from
Visakhapatnam - in East Godavari
district and sat on rail tracks and the
national highway, bringing to a halt
the movement of trains and vehicles
between Vijayawada and
Visakhapatnam.

The protesters set afire rural and
urban police stations and 25 vehicles.
Fifteen police personnel, including
two officers, and four railway
employees were injured in the attacks

by protesters.
All trains between Vijayawada

and Visakhapatnam and vehicular
traffic on the Chennai-Kolkata
national highway came to a halt as
thousands of protesters squatted on
the tracks and the highway.

Padmanabham on Sunday night
announced that he was withdrawing
the protest, but gave an ultimatum to
the state government to issue orders
by Monday evening to include Kapus
in the list of backward classes. He

KAPUS PROTEST T  URNS
VIOLENT, TRAIN SE T ON FIRE
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KAPUS PROTEST T  URNS
VIOLENT, TRAIN SE T ON FIRE

threatened to launch a 'fast-unto-
death'.

The violence broke out around 3
p.m. during a massive public meeting
organised by the Kapu State
Committee at Tuni. Kapu leaders
declared that they will not leave the
rail tracks and highways till the
government issues an order to meet
their demand.

Soon the protesters marched
towards the tracks and stopped the
Visakhapatnam-Vijayawada
Ratnachal Express near Tuni railway
station. They attacked the engine and
set afire bogies after ordering
passengers to get down.

A railway official said no one was
injured in the incident but the
passengers including women and
children ran in panic. The protesters
later attacked the Tuni railway station
and ransacked the furniture. Four
railway employees were injured.

Railways cancelled 14 trains

between Vijayawada and
Visakhapatnam and partially
cancelled several others. Many trains
were also diverted. With the situation
going out of control, additional
forces were rushed to the region.
Chief Minister N Chandrababu
Naidu termed the violence "pre-
planned".

He said the government was
committed to include Kapus in the
backward classes list but the orders
can be issued after a detailed study.
Naidu said some political parties

were instigating people for their
narrow interests. He appealed to
people to maintain peace.

Trouble began soon after
Padmanabham announced at the
public meeting that they will not
tolerate any further delay. "We will
not move from highways and tracks
till the government issues an order,"
he said amid loud cheers from tens of
thousands who had gathered from
different parts of the state.

The Kapu leaders were angry
with the ruling TDP for not
implementing its poll promise to
include Kapus in the backward
classes list.

Meanwhile, Chief Minister N
Chandrababu Naidu said that he is
committed to reservation for the
community. "I am committed to
reservation for Kapu community for
which a Judicial Commission was
also constituted," Naidu told
reporters.
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The Telugu Desam Party (TDP)
and the opposition YSR
Congress Party in Andhra

Pradesh blamed each other for the
violence in Tuni town during a
protest by the Kapu community on
January 31.

While the TDP held the YSRCP
responsible for the violence, the latter
said the ruling party had hatched a
conspiracy to defame the opposition.

Deputy Chief Minister N
Chinarajappa, who also holds the
home portfolio, and Municipal
Administration Minister P Narayana
also targeted Kapu leader Mudragada
Padmanabham, who had given a call
for blocking rail and road traffic
during a public meeting at Tuni in
East Godavari district.

The protesters set fire to a train,
two police stations and 25 vehicles.
Fifteen policemen and four railway
employees were injured in different

incidents. Chinnarajappa said the
violence was a conspiracy hatched
by Padmanabham and YSRCP leader
Y.S. Jaganmohan Reddy against the
Chandrababu Naidu government.

The two ministers said
Padmanabham had instigated over a
lakh people who gathered for the
public meeting. Earlier, Chief
Minister Chandrababu Naidu termed
the violence pre-planned and said
outsiders were involved. 

"A criminal is behind this
violence," he told reporters in
Vijayawada in an indirect reference
to the leader of the opposition,
Jaganmohan Reddy.

The YSRCP chief hit back at
Naidu, describing him as criminal
number one and alleged that the chief
minister was trying to create hatred
between the Kapus and the backward
classes.

Jagan said the TDP indulged in
violence as it was afraid that a huge
response to the public meeting will

make the Kapu community and the
opposition parties more popular.

Jagan said that the Kapus,
irrespective of their political
affiliation, held the meeting to
demand that the TDP fulfil its
election promise to provide
backward class status to the
community. The YSRCP leader said
the Kapus were agitated because
Naidu betrayed them by going back
on the promise.

He said hurdles by the
government on holding the public
meeting through restrictions further
agitated the community. The state
ministers, however, said the
government was working sincerely
to implement the election promise. 

They pointed out that a
commission had been appointed to
finalise the guidelines for including
Kapus in the backward classes. They
said Padmanabham should wait for
nine months for the commission to
submit its report.

TDP, YSRCP blame each
other for Andhra violence
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Well, there is no bar in
Indian democracy for an
accused from contesting

the elections. However, no contestant
has the permission to violate the law
of the land, particularly the election
laws. Yet, Ram Mohan’s wife Laxmi

Prasanna resorted to non-disclosure
of assets owned by family members.

In her election affidavit, Laxmi
Prasanna did not disclose the details
of 106 acres of land worth several
crores of rupees registered in the
name of her son M Ranjith Goud.
The huge chunk of land is located at
Dhatar Pally village in Yadagirigutta

LAND GRABBER’S
WIFE GETS
TRS TICKET

Conceals details of assets in
violation of election laws

A land grabber in the garb of politician,
Muddagouni Ram Mohan Goud fielded his wife
Muddagouni Laxmi Prasanna from B N Reddy
Nagar division in the Greater Hyderabad

Municipal Corporation (GHMC) elections-2016 
on a TRS ticket.
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Mandal of Nalgonda district in
survey numbers 113 to 118,
149, 172 and 174.

The TRS contestant also did
not disclose land to an extent of
about eight acres, situated at
Sheriguda, Ibrahimpatnam
village in Ranga Reddy district
in survey numbers 226/L,
227/A, Aa, 229/A, Aa, Ru,
230/A, Ru, 231/A, Aa, 232,
232/A, Vu1 and 237/A. Some
part of the land is purchased by
Laxmi Prasanna’s hushand Ram
Mohan Goud while he is one of
the GPA holders for remaining
part of the land. However, none
of these particulars find mention
in the election affidavit filed by
Laxmi Prasanna.

Analysts say this amount to
non-disclosure under the election
laws and attract disqualification. It is
learnt some people are planning to
file election petition if Laxmi
Prasanna’s succeeds in the election.

Meanwhile, sources said even
Ram Mohan Goud did the same thing
when he contested the 2014
assembly elections on a TRS ticket
from LB Nagar Assembly
Constituency. He did not disclose
several assets in his election
affidavit. However, none noticed this
and over a period of time people
forgot the issue as he did not succeed
in the elections.

He is also accused by many that
he had taken refuge in politics to
cover up his land grabbing activities
and that he had bribed officials and
senior politicians. What more! It is
widely gossiped that Ram Mohan
Goud accompanied the Chief
Minister K Chandrasekhar Rao
during his official visit to China.

Sources say this politician is
specialized in amassing lands by all
sorts of dubious means in collusion
with officials, land grabbers and
fellow politicians. He acquires small
chunks of private patta lands in and
around Ranga Reddy and Nalgonda

districts and encroaches
government lands, tanks and
water bodies abutting the patta
lands, sources said.

He would then develop real
estate ventures on the lands and
make huge money. The TRS
government, which talks a lot
about protecting water bodies
and government lands not only
remains silent on the activities
of its leader but indirectly
encourages him by giving party
tickets to him and his family
members in the elections,
sources said.

Ram Mohan Goud boasts of
having connections to high
ranking officers in the police
department and administrators.
Further, he is said to be very

close to a TRS leader holding key
ministry in the KCR cabinet. It is
widely perceived that he had given
eight acres of mango orchard and Rs
80 lakh in cash to a prominent leader
to get TRS ticket in the 2014 general
elections, sources said.

Residents of LB Nagar Assembly
constituency are now worried that the
government lands and dried up water
bodies in the constituency would be
grabbed if Ram Mohan Goud’s wife
succeeds in the GHMC elections,
while his rivals are gearing up for
filing election petition in such event,
sources said.

The State Information
Commission, through a legal notice
dated January 25, 2016 claimed that
the article titled ‘State Information
Commission Takes a Lenient View’,
published in these columns as part
of the cover story titled ‘Dirty 37’ in
January 2016 issue is false.

In this connection, The News
You Like team makes it clear that
both the management and the staff
of the periodical duly respect the

institution of State Information
Commission. In fact, we are grateful
for the help extended to RTI activists
and applicants by the State
Information Commission in
uncovering several scandals.

We never intend to damage the
reputation or insult the office of the
State Information Commission.
Instead, the management and the
staff of the periodical always try to
uphold the respect and desire the

State Information Commission to
act tough against erring Public
Information Officers.

In any case, we regret any
inadvertent remarks made in the
article written by a freelance
journalist and published in these
columns in which the writer tried to
unmask the false propaganda carried
out by the officials of the Hyderabad
district education Department.

- Editor
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The board of National Thermal
Power Corporation (NTPC)
Limited has declared an

interim dividend of 16 percent and
approved Rs 10,598.98 crore in a
new project in Telanagana.

The company also said the board
has approved award of balance of
work for main plant package for
Barh Super Thermal Power Project-I
(3x660 MW) to Doosan Power
Systems India Pvt Ltd, Gurgaon.

In a regulatory filing in BSE, the

company said it has posted a net
profit of Rs 2,492.87 crore for the
quarter ended December 31, 2015 as
compared to Rs 3,074 crore for the

quarter ended December 31, 2014.
According to NTPC, the total

income for the period under review
stood at Rs 17,657.99 crore down

from Rs 19,371.33 crore for the same
quarter in the last fiscal. Nevertheless
the company's board has declared an
interim dividend of 16 percent.

The company also said that the
board has accorded approval for
investing around Rs 10,598.98 crore
for two 800 MW units at Telangana
Super Thermal Power Project.

Power purchase agreements
(PPA) have been signed with
Southern Power Distribution
Company of Telangana Limited and
Northern Power Distribution
Company of Telangana Limited.

NTPC to invest Rs 10,598
crore in Telangana
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Andhra Pradesh Chief
Minister N Chandrababu
Naidu appreciated the lead

role taken by NABARD in bringing
together all the stakeholders through
its credit planning process,
highlighting available potential for
credit dispensation to agriculture and
allied sectors in the state.

He was speaking at the inaugural
ceremony of the State Credit
Seminar, held at Vijayawada by
NABARD, highlighting the credit
potential assessed under Priority
Sector in Andhra Pradesh for 2016-
17. He informed that the
collaborative efforts of all banks,
state government and NABARD will
ensure overall development of the
State. 

Explaining the government’s
vision to achieve “double digit
growth” in its GDP he stressed on the

need for synergising the efforts of
banks and government departments
to actualize the potential assessed in
the state focus paper.

Speaking on the occasion, Harish
Java, CGM, NABARD, Andhra
Pradesh, briefed that the aggregation
of the potential linked credit plans
prepared at the district level has
culminated into state credit potential
of Rs 1,21,765 crore and the same
has been reflected in the state focus
paper 2016-17. He highlighted that
the state focus paper maps the

sectoral credit potential,
infrastructural constraints and
issues/interventions required by the
State Government and Banks to
support the credit potential.

He offered support of NABARD
by way of credit to state government
under RIDF, refinance facilities to
banks, promotional support to NGOs
and research institutes in bringing
prosperity to rural areas of the State.

A detailed presentation was made
on sectoral potential assessed under
agriculture and allied activities,
critical infrastructure, farmers
producers organizations, climate
change adaptation, area based
schemes and action to be initiated by
banks and government departments.

The banks and government
departments offered their views and
suggestions on sectoral potential
estimates and assured all support for
realising the potential reflected in the
state focus paper 2016-17.

APs credit potential assessed at
Rs 1,21,765 crore for 2016-17
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IAS officer Aparna Kumar has
completed a feat that many brave
people may only dream of doing.
Aparna successfully climbed the

17,000-feet-high Mount Vinson
Massif — the highest peak in the
Antarctic sub-continent on 17
January 2016 — making her the first
woman officer of any All-India
Services to have achieved the feat.

According to a report in
SportsKeeda, Aparna, who started
her expedition on January 6, is not
new to the adrenaline-pumping sport
of mountaineering. In fact, she had
even joked that it would be a walk in

the park.
“Compared to the Mount Everest

climb it won’t be that difficult, but
it’s the weather we will be fighting
more than the mountain. The
temperature falls to around -39
degrees, so you can imagine how

difficult it is to maintain form at that
point of time. I have done special
training in heavy sledge pulling,
which will help me out there.
Exercises like the tyre drag were a
part of my routine," she had told
SportsKeeda in an earlier interview.

Facing loss of communication,
suffering from frostbite and having
lost over six kilos in the process,
Aparna was still exultant as she
climbed the peak and waved the
Indian national flag, reported The
Times of India.

Now setting her goals higher,
Aparna plans to scale the Mount
Everest in April-May, and Mount
McKinley in Alaska in July-August.

Aparna, first woman
IAS officer to climb

highest peak in Antarctica
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Amonth after the BJP-led
government in Maharashtra
announced allotment of a

prime piece of land to actress and MP
Hema Malini for a dance academy,
an RTI activist has claimed the plot
valued in crores is being given to her
for a mere Rs 70,000.

This is the second instance when
the BJP MP from Mathura has been
allotted a plot in the financial capital
and she remains in possession of the
earlier one, activist Anil Galgali
claimed.

Galgali claimed that according to
the documents obtained by him, the
actress has been allotted the land,
measuring 2,000 sq mt and located in
suburban Oshiwara, at rate of Rs 35
per square metre (total Rs 70,000) by
the Mumbai Suburban District
Collectorate.

"I have written a letter to Chief
Minister Devendra Fadnavis and
pointed out how his government was
being so kind to give a plot at a
throw-away price which is against
the policy of his own government,"
Galgali said.

The plot was originally reserved
for a garden, but "conveniently it was
handed over to a BJP MP for her
dance academy", he alleged. "File
notings received under the RTI also

Hema Malini gets
plot in Mumbai worth
crores for pittance

THE NEWS BUREAU

Meanwhile, the allotment of a prime plot
worth crores of rupees at a throwaway
price to Hema Malini has stoked a row

with the opposition Congress and NCP accusing
the ruling BJP-Shiv Sena alliance of adopting 'dual
standards'.

"The Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP) says one thing but does something
else -- this is double standards," said MP and state Congress President
Ashok Chavan, criticising the allotment to the former Bollywood
'dreamgirl' Malini, an MP from Mathura.

Nationalist Congress Party (NCP) state spokesperson Nawab Malik
also questioned what he termed as "an improper decision on the part of the
government".

"They are claiming that it is a re-allotment. How can there be a re-
allotment on an open plot which is reserved for a garden or playground?"
Malik said, demanding that the allotment should be cancelled forthwith.

Chavan pointed out that the government had promised to draft a new
policy on the issue of allotting government plots, which direct affect the
state exchequer.

"But, in the case of their party MP the process laid down has been by-
passed," Chavan said.

Malik said the government is going back on its own policy of taking
back reserved plots allotted to various groups or organisations earlier, but
now it has gone ahead and given a prime piece of open land reserved for a
garden to Hema Malini.

However, Revenue Minister Eknath Khadse (BJP), who had sanctioned
the allotment last month, said in Pune that the plot given to Hema was only
after following rules and regulations.

"There is nothing irregular about the allotment and all rules have been
followed," Khadse told media-persons about the 2000-sq.mt land in
Andheri west.

MAHA GOVT FACES FLAK
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show this is the second time she has
been allotted a prime plot in
Mumbai," Galgali alleged.

"In 1997, Shiv Gena-BJP
government had given Hema Malini
a plot of land, but she could not
develop it due to CRZ (Coastal

Regulation Zone) issues but did not
bother to return the land to the
government," he claimed.

The Government should charge
her the rate for the current land as per
the ready reckoner and ask her to
return the earlier plot, he said.

The ready reckoner rate is an
annual statement of property rates
based on which the government
collects stamp duty from buyers. It is
the basis for calculation of market
value of flats for stamp duty and
registration charges.

TSMC gets its office-bearers

THE NEWS BUREAU

Doctor E Ravindra Reddy of
Nizamabad has been chosen

as the chairman of newly
constituted Telangana State
Medical Counicl (TSMC), while
Dr V Rajalingam of Secunderabad
has become the vice-chariman of
TSMC. 

Doctors G Ramakrishna
Reddy, B Raj Siddharth, Ch.
Jaganmohan Rao and B Ramesh

Kumar have been chosen as the
members of the TSMC, while
Director of Medical Education, Dr
M Ramani, Director of Public
Health and Family Welfare, Dr Y
Lalitha Kumar, Commissioner of
Telangana Vaidya Vidhana
Parishad, Dr K Veena Kumar and
Vice-chancellor of Kaloji
Narayana Rao University of
Health Sciences, Dr B Karunakar
Reddy act as ex-officio members
of the council.
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Prime Minister Narendra Modi
declassified File No.
25/4/NGO-Vol III of the

Ministry of External Affairs, one of
100 ‘Netaji Files’ on January 23,
2016.

The file records in great detail the
only inspection of the 11-kg
remnants of the INA treasure, since
it had been brought to New Delhi
from Japan in 1952. The remnants
were inspected on October 9, 1978,
by a group of government officials at
the National Museum in Janpath.

Officials from the ministries of
culture and external affairs watched
as museum officials snipped open a
sealed canvas diplomatic bag of the
MEA, flipped open a steel attache
case inside and took out 14 packages.

Inside was a large collection of
gold jewellery usually worn by
women - earrings, nose studs, gold

wire and necklaces, most of them
charred and badly burnt. This is what
Netaji Subhas Chandra Bose
evidently carried on his final voyage
on August 18, 1945.

Historians like Hugh Toye said

that Bose wanted his two-year old
government-in-exile to depend as
little on the Japanese for financing
his soldiers, so he raised money from
nearly 2 million Indians in erstwhile
British colonies conquered by his
Japanese allies. Women gave away
their jewellery for the INA.

At one of his famous fundraising
public meetings in Rangoon on
August 21, 1944, newspapers of the
day recalled, a wealthy scion Hiraben
Betani gave away 13 of her gold
necklaces costing Rs 1.5 lakh.

With the defeat of the Japanese
empire and dissolution of the INA,
Bose packed the treasury - over 80 kg
of gold estimated at Rs 1 crore in
1945 - into the boxes that he carried
into an aircraft flying to Manchuria
from Saigon, Vietnam.

The Shah Nawaz Committee that
probed his disappearance in 1956
records how Netaji boarded an
overloaded Japanese bomber,
shedding his books and clothes but
refusing to move without two leather
suitcases that contained the treasure.
The treasure would be used to
finance the next stage of his struggle
in the Soviet Union.

The Japanese aircraft crashed
soon after the take-off at Taiwan on
August 18, 1945, and Netaji is
believed to have died after sustaining
grievous burn injuries. His body was
cremated, and the jewellery - most of
it badly burnt - salvaged by the
Japanese Army and sent to Japan
along with his ashes.

It was only a fraction of over 80
kg of gold and jewellery that Bose

Netaji carried gold on his final
voyage to fund his struggle
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was believed to have carried. On
January 9, 1953, then Prime Minister
Jawaharlal Nehru inspected the
treasure soon after its return from
Tokyo.

He expressed his disappointment,
calling it ‘a poor show’, but advised
that it should be kept ‘as it is’ because
it was the only evidence of the
accident and fire. The gold and ashes

form two of the most contentious
artifacts in modern Indian history,
simply because they were the only
physical remnants of the
controversial August 18, 1945 air
crash.

The extended descendants of
Netaji’s large family consisting of 13
siblings - refuse to believe that there
ever was an air crash. Consequently,

they have neither accepted the
treasure, nor the ashes. They rebuffed
an attempt by the Nehru government
to send them the gold in 1953.

On December 30 the same year,
the government sealed the box and
handed it to the museum. However
Netaji’s only child, Germany-based
economist Anita Bose-Pfaff, believes
her father died in the crash.

Netaji Family
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Optical fibres network, under
government’s NOFN
(National Optical Fibre

Network) programme, may have
reached more than 45,000 villages,
but only 4,000 villages are linked to
it as of now, says, telecom secretary
Rakesh Garg.

As per the programme, one lakh
panchayats will be covered in phase
one out of 2,50,000 total panchayats
in the country. “The ducts have
already reached more than 45,000
villages. Optical fibre has reached
more than 37,000 villages but only
4,000 villages are linked. The
number is very low,” said Garg, at a
forum titled ‘connecting the
unconnected’ organised by FICCI.

“We observed that wherever the
connection has reached, villagers
have started receiving government
services. However, private sector is
not keen in taking their service
through fibre network,” he said.

So far, up to 1.15 lakh km of
optical fibres have been laid and the
government aims to expand it to 1.70
lakh km by 2017 end. “None of the
operators are willing to take fibre to
places where it has no yet reached,”
said the telecom secretary.

Adding further he said the
government needs to think how to
use cable network to take broadband
to remote villages. “A policy is
required to use cable network and the
use of unlicensed bands should be
increased,” he said.

The fact has led to the formation

of a committee to redesign the model
in a way to encourage private
sector’s participation in taking
connection from district level to
panchayat level. The committee has
already come out with its report, it
will be presented in the cabinet next
month, Garg said.

Garg mentioned that not much
work was done in laying of optical
fibres in the period from 2011 to
2014. “From 2014 onwards, this
government has taken forward the
project, and today approximately
1.15 lakh km of optical fibres have
already been laid,” said Garg.

“In Kerala, Puducherry,
Chandigarh optical fibres have been
laid in all the panchayats. In Tripura,
we are soon going to complete the
task by this fiscal. In Karnataka, the

Only 4,000 villages linked
to optical fibre so far
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progress is substantially ahead of other states as almost
70 to 80 percent of the state’s panchayats have
received the fibre network. It will be completed by
June or July,” Garg said. However, the government is
not yet satisfied with the speed at which the
programme is being implemented, he mentioned.

Spread of spectrum is the biggest challenge in front
of the government, he added. According to Garg,
factors like technical issues, regulatory issues and
business models have also delayed the project.

“We need to find out if there is any problem with
our business model or if there are changes required in
the current model. The government is open to all
experiments to address technical issues, permission
issues faced by the operators. Now industry needs to
come forward,” he said.

During the event, Akhil Gupta, vice chairman,
Bharti Airtel raised the issue of affordability and
availability of spectrum. Replying to his questions,
Garg said that the government has taken necessary
steps to address these issues. The government has not
held back any spectrum, moreover, in the recent past,
the government has taken necessary steps like
spectrum trading and spectrum sharing to support the
telecom industry, Garg said.

“Spectrum harmonisation is now we are going
forward to increase spectrum efficiency,” he further
added. He also declared that the next spectrum auction
will take place probably in June this year.

THE NEWS BUREAU

Recognising the importance of transparency and
accountability in administration, Hyderabad District
Education Officer, M Somi Reddy has accepted the
request of RTI activist A B Hussain to conduct RTI
awareness programmes in all the schools in the district.
The DEO released a leaflet titled ‘School RTI – Year
2016’, prepared by the RTI activist. Awareness of RTI
Act enables teachers and students experience enhanced
ability to work and learn collaboratively, while
members of the wider community and parents get
involved in school life.

Also, partnerships with local and national
organizations tend to find collective ways of taking
action on various issues.

Somireddy bats
for RTI awareness
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It was a whale of a problem on
January 12 for officials to save
81 short finned pilot whales that

beached near a village in Tamil
Nadu's Tuticorin district but they
only managed to help less than half
survive.

"Eighty one whales were
beached. We tried to take all of them
back into the sea with the use of
boats. While 36 whales swam away,
45 died," a fisheries department
official said.

The whales got beached off
Manpadu and Alanthalai villages in
Tuticorin district, around 600 km

from Chennai. The district
administration led by Collector M
Ravikumar mounted the massive
rescue effort.

The whales were gently tied to
boats of local fishermen and released
mid sea but some returned towards
the beach. Around ten boats made the
sorties with one whale each trip.
However officials were not able tell
the probable reasons for the whales
beaching in large numbers. Speaking
to reporters, Ravikumar said officials
would investigate into the reasons for
the whales getting beached.

"The whales could have been
under stress. It could be due to
coastal pollution by industrial

effluents or even due to noise made
by boats or ships," R Rajaram,
assistant professor, department of
marine science, Bharathidasan
University said.

In a statement, the Indian Coast
Guard said it extended its helping
hand in rescuing several whales off
Alanthalai and Manapadu beach,
noting the short finned pilot whales
are normally found in Pacific Ocean.

Fishing boats were employed for
pulling them to the deeper part of the
sea against all the risks involved, it
said. The wildlife department in
coordination with state
administration is arranging for the
burial of the dead whales.

45 whales die on 
Tamil Nadu's coast

The whales were gently tied to boats of local fishermen and
released mid sea but some returned towards the beach.

Around ten boats made the sorties with one whale each trip. 
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Urban Development Minister
M Venkaiah Naidu
announced the names of the

first 20 cities which will be
developed into smart cities in 2016.
These cities were chosen from 98
cities shortlisted for the 'Smart Cities
Mission'.

"These 20 cities will be the first
to receive funds, hence kickstarting
the process of developing them into
'smart cities'. The next two years will
see the inclusion of 40 and 38 cities
more," Naidu said at a press
conference in New Delhi.

"In terms of population, these 20
cities account for 3.54 crore people.
A total investment of Rs.50,802 crore
has been proposed in the selected
smart cities and towns during the
five-year period," he said.

"The Smart City Mission marks a
paradigm shift towards urban

development in the country since it is
based on 'bottom up’ approach with
the involvement of citizens in
formulation of city vision and smart
city plans and the urban local bodies
and state governments piloting the
mission with little say for the
ministry of urban development," he
added.

Naidu also said that the winners
were from 11 states and the Union
Territory of Delhi and the selection
was objective and transparent based
on standardized processes. The

minister also informed that 23 states
and Union Territories who could not
make it to the list of winners will get
an opportunity to participate in a ‘fast
track competition’.

"Each top ranking city form these
left out states can upgrade their smart
city proposals and submit them by
April 15 this year for inclusion in the
mission," the minister said adding
"Smart cities need to be inclusive,
sustainable and effective engines of
growth, fulfilling the aspiration of
Young India."

Bhubaneswar (Odisha), Pune (Maharashtra), Jaipur (Rajasthan), Surat
(Gujarat), Kochi (Kerala), Ahmedabad (Gujarat), Jabalpur (Madhya
Pradesh), Visakhapatnam (Andhra Pradesh), Sholapur (Maharashtra),
Davangere (Karnataka), Indore (Madhya Pradesh), New Delhi Municipal
Corporation (NDMC, Delhi), Coimbatore (Tamil Nadu), Kakinada (Andhra
Pradesh), Belagavi (Karnataka), Udaipur (Rajasthan), Guwahati (Assam),
Chennai (Tamil Nadu), Ludhiana (Punjab), and Bhopal (Madhya Pradesh).

List of smart cities

CENTRE ANNOUNCES
FIRST 20 SMART CITIES
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The process of getting a fresh
Indian passport has become
easier with

the government introducing two
significant changes to further
liberalize the procedure.

“The first is that the ministry has
implemented a solution whereby
applicants can book their
appointments as per their choice,”
external affairs ministry spokesman
Vikas Swarup explained at a media
briefing. 

“The new provision will allow
applicants to choose any of the latest
five available working days while
scheduling or rescheduling an

appointment for passport-related
services,” he said.

Under the earlier system, the
appointment was assigned by the
Passport Seva system based on its
availability and on first-in-first-out
(FIFO) basis. Swarup said that now
an applicant can fill up his or her
particulars online and pay the
requisite fees. “He or she will then be
redirected to a 'pay and book
appointment' screen allowing him or
her to choose a date from the
displayed calendar,”
he said, adding that
the calendar would
display the latest
five available
dates at the

Passport Seva Kendra selected.
“The second and more significant

set of changes are in the police
verification process,” the spokesman
said. He said the digital integration of
police districts into the Passport Seva
Project (PSP) has resulted in the
reduction of days taken to complete
verification from 49 in 2013 to 34 in
2015.

“But now, under this system,
normal passport applications of all
first time applicants who furnish

three documents -- Aadhar,
electoral photo identity card and

permanent account
number or PAN
card -- and an

affidavit stating

Getting Indian passport
becomes easier
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their address, citizenship and
swearing that there are no criminal
cases pending against them will be
processed on a post-police
verification basis without payment of
any additional fees subject to
successful online validation of the
Aadhar number,” Swarup said.

Basically, he said, a citizen who

has these three relevant documents
would be issued the passport
“virtually immediately” and the
police verification would follow
later.

“The ministry has also launched
an mPassport Police App which
allows for police verification to enter
the status of verification digitally and

in real time, thus cutting down
further on the time required for
verification,” he said.

The changes have come into
effect from January 27 a Republic
Day gift from the external affairs
ministry. As of December 31, 2015,
63.3 million Indians held valid
passports, the spokesman added.

30-foot-long whale washes
ashore Juhu beach in Mumbai

THE NEWS BUREAU

Anearly 30-foot-long whale was washed ashore at
the popular Juhu beach in Mumbai. Locals, who

spotted the dead mammal last night, informed the
police and the forest department.

Carcasses of 38 baleen whales were washed ashore
recently near the Tiruchendur beach in Tamil Nadu

while more than 250 whales stranded in shallow waters
were pushed back into the deep sea.

In June last year, a 42-foot-long blue whale was
washed ashore at the Revdanda coast, about 17 kms
south of Alibaug in the neighbouring Raigad district.

Forest officials had contacted marine biologists
after spotting it when it was still alive and struggling
to survive. However, the whale had later died.
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Two serving Army Generals
will face a Central Bureau of
Investigation probe over

allegations of corruption. The
Generals are in the dock after the
defence ministry asked the CBI to
probe the allegation that the officers
amassed wealth beyond their known
sources of income.

Major General Ashok Kumar,
General Officer Commanding
Kolkata sub area, and Major General
SS Lamba, posted in Delhi as
additional director general Ordnance,
are in a fix.

An allegation was made against
the Generals in September last year
that they paid bribes for promotion to
the rank of lieutenant general. The
defence ministry noted that despite
the allegation, the Army headquarters
cleared them for promotion. A final
approval on their elevation was

pending with the Appointments
Committee of the Union Cabinet.

Both of them are decorated
officers. Kumar was awarded the Ati
Vishisht Seva Medal and Lamba was
a recipient of Sena medal last year. 

The allegation pertains to the
time when Lieutenant General R
Bhalla, who retired recently, was
Military Secretary, who is
responsible for promotions and
postings. Sources said that
Lieutenant General Bhalla (retired)
can also face CBI questioning.

An internal inquiry was
conducted by the defence ministry on
the allegation, stating that the officers
had paid bribes to get promoted. The

ministry had then decided to refer the
matter to the CBI for a detailed
investigation. In September the
ministry red-flagged the promotion
of certain officers following
allegations of impropriety.

The Army’s promotion policy has
been under the scanner for some
time. The manner of selection of
certain officers had raised eyebrows
in Army’s internal circles. The issue
was debated intensely on social
media as well.

After going through all the
records and considering the gravity
of the allegations, the defence
ministry decided to hand over the
investigation to the CBI.

Two serving
Generals face

CBI probe
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Many public sector undertakings are likely to
be asked to pay larger dividends to help meet
the shortfall from other public sector

enterprises and state-owned lenders.
The government has estimated revenues from

dividends from public sector enterprises and other
investments at Rs 36,174.14 crore for 2015-16 as
against Rs 28,423 crore in 2014-15. The finance
ministry is understood to have asked them to cough up
as much as 30 percent of their net profits. However,
even if the 15 highest dividend-paying PSUs shell out
30 percent of their estimated profits for 2015-16, the
payout could be about 25 percent lower than in FY15.

It is possible, therefore, that oil marketing
companies, which have reaped a bonanza from the
sharp fall in the price of crude oil and the deregulation
in petrol and diesel, may be asked to increase their
dividend payouts to compensate for the shortfall from
other companies.

The profits of NMDC, Oil India, GAIL and National
Aluminum (NALCO) for FY16 could fall anywhere
between 25 to 50 percent; that would leave CIL, IOC,
BPCL and HPCL to do the heavy lifting. Coal India —
the mining giant which distributed 95 percent of its
FY15 earnings as dividend despite a 9 percent year over
year fall in its bottomline during the year — may
increase the payout ratio.

Analysts expect the miner to report an 8% rise in
profits this year. In FY14, CIL’s dividend payout ratio
was 121 percent. The company has cash and equivalents
of about Rs 62,000 crore on its balance sheet, which
will give the coal producer more room to distribute
dividends.

ONGC and NMDC too have some cash on their
books, which they may use to pay dividends to maintain
a higher payout ratio of 40 to 50 percent.

On the other hand, most state-owned lenders could
see their profits shrink further as they provide for non-
performing assets and emerging stress. Moreover, they
also need to maintain capital adequacy ratios to adhere
to Basel III norms.

In H1FY16, a clutch of 25 PSBs collectively
reported a 20 percent year over year drop in profits to
Rs 16,165 crore and with provisions expected to rise,
they are unlikely to be able to match their FY15
collective payout ratio of 20 percent.

The Reserve Bank of India recently acknowledged
that the dividend distribution policy of PSBs needed to
be reviewed. While the government had
hoped to mop up a sizeable amount from
dividends paid out by PSEs and banks to
boost revenues, their poor financial
performance might put paid to its plans.

Indeed, several PSEs are struggling
to turn in profits in the wake
of the collapse in commodity
prices, changes in regulation
and weak order books while
banks are grappling with non-
performing assets.

Public sector companies to
pay heavy dividend
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An Indian terror module
pledging allegiance to the
Islamic State (IS) is a

reorganised group of the virtually
defunct Indian Mujahideen (IM) and
Students Islamic Movement of India
(SIMI) elements, recruiting new
members to carry out a string of terror
strikes across the country.

This fact came to light during the
questioning of 14 suspected Islamic
State (IS) sympathisers who were
arrested recently from 12 places in six
cities in a synchronised raid
conducted by the National
Investigation Agency (NIA), sources
said.

Those inspired by the IS ideology
were hooked by Yusuf-Al-Hind who,
the Indian security agencies believe,
is former IM member Shafi Armar, a
resident of Bhatkal in Karnataka.

Armar, now believed to be in the
Islamic State-held area along the
border of Iraq and Syria, formed
'Janood-ul-Khalifa-e-Hind' and
recruited Mumbai-based Mudabbir

Mushtaq Shaikh as chief of the group.
Official sources privy to the

investigation say that Armar also
recruited his brother Sultan and
others who had worked for IM and
the now-banned SIMI.

“Apart from former IM and SIMI
members, Armar chose those who are
basically inspired by the IS ideology.
He first recruited his close aides and
then inspired them to recruit more
supporters," another source said.

"They used social networking
sites and made calls through the
internet using Voice over Internet
Protocol to activate the sleeper cells
of IM and SIMI,” the source said.

Another source said that the outfit
members were directed to carry out
strikes across multiple cities,
including Hyderabad in Telangana,
Bengaluru, Manglore and Tumkur in
Karnataka, Lucknow in Uttar
Pradesh, and Aurangabad and
Mumbai in Maharashtra.

“They were asked to organise
training camps to use fire arms before
the attack. They were also trying to
establish channels for procuring

explosives and weapons," the source
said. The leadership of Janood-ul-
Khalifa-e-Hind, active since April
2015, was following the IM and SIMI
set-ups by choosing their organised
central, state and city level core
groups, the source said.

The 14 men, allegedly influenced
by IS and arrested by the NIA, are
also said to have revealed that the 20-
year-old Uttar Pradesh-based
Mohammed Aleem was chosen as
Naib Amir, the second-in-command
of the group after Mudabbir.

The sources said Karnataka
resident Najmul Huda was the
military commander and 24-year-old
Hyderabadi Mohammed Nafees
Khan was the finance chief of the
outfit.

All these major group leaders
were arrested along with their aides
Mohammed Shareef Moinuddin
Khan, Mohammed Afzal, Syed
Mujahid, Mohammed Obedullah
Khan, Abu Anas, Asif Ali, Suhail
Ahmed, Muhammad Abdul Ahad,
Mohammad Hussain Khan, and
Imran Khan.

Indian IS module is a
reorganized group of IM, SIMI
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Inter-Services Intelligence (ISI),
the supreme spy agency of
Pankistan, used a SIM card sold

in Delhi for one and a half years to
contact its moles in India.

The ISI used the prepaid SIM
card from near the Attari-Wagah
border to be in touch with its moles
in Jammu and Kashmir, where three
men have been arrested for getting
calls and WhatsApp messages from
that number.

The SIM card was issued in the
name of a woman, Rohini Gomes, in
Laxmi Nagar in east Delhi. However,
no such woman ever lived or lives at
the Laxmi Nagar address, highly-
placed sources said. The Crime
Branch of Delhi Police made the
discovery after busting a pan-India
ISI-backed espionage racket towards
the end of November 2015.

An officer of the Crime Branch,
which busted the ISI espionage
racket by arresting Kafaitullah Khan
from the New Delhi Railway Station
on November 26, said the SIM card
belonged to a leading cellular service

provider. Delhi Police arrested six
suspected ISI moles in November-
December 2015.

"An ISI operative used the Delhi
number from the India-Pakistan
border to contact his agents in India.
The number was issued from Delhi
on a fake identity card," Joint
Commissioner of Police (Crime
Branch) Ravindra Yadav said.

It was a prepaid number and was
being used to send messages through
WhatsApp. The SIM number was
actively used near the Attari border

through Indian towers without
paying international roaming
charges," he added.

The six included a serving
leading aircraftsman Ranjith K K,
library assistant Kafaitullah Khan,
Border Security Force head
constable Abdul Rasheed, retired
army havildar Munawwar Ahmad
Mir, rifleman Farid Khan of the
Jammu and Kashmir Light Infantry,
and a government teacher, Sabar.

The officer said Kafaitullah
Khan, Mir and Sabar were in touch
with their ISI handler, identified as
Faizal, who was using the number.
“We are also trailing the man who
provided the activated SIM card to
Faizal, whose real identity is yet to
be ascertained,” he said.

On December 30, police arrested
Ankush Khandelwal from Delhi for
issuing several SIM cards on the
strength of fake identity cards. A total
of 205 pre-activated SIM cards were
recovered from Khandelwal.

A 33-year-old man from
Shakurpur in west Delhi, Mohit
Gupta, was arrested on January 4 for
his involvement in creating fake
identity cards for those without any
residence proof.

"Several fake identity cards and
blank customer acquisition forms
(CAFs) were recovered from Mohit.
On his personal laptop, we found
more than 1,000 such fake cards and
equal number of photographs of
different persons in a folder," the
officer said.

Mohit reportedly used these fake
identity cards for getting SIM cards
activated and to sell these for Rs 500
to Rs 700 each -- without obtaining
any identification documents from
the purchaser. "Mohit also created
identity cards for those who had no
address proof in Delhi," the officer
added.

ISI using Indian
SIM cards
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HISTORIC DAY FOR
INDIAN CRICKET

History was created on January 29 with both the men's and
women's cricket teams clinching series wins at the

Melbourne Cricket Ground (MCG).
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The Indian men dominated
with both bat and ball to beat
Australia by 27 runs in the

second Twenty20 International and
take an unassailable 2-0 lead in the
ongoing three-match series.

The Indian women on the other
hand, registered their first series win
in Australia in any format, thrashing
the hosts by 10 wickets in the seond
of the three-T20 series. They had
beaten Australia by five wickets in
the first match in Adelaide on
January 26. The third T20 will be
played in Sydney on January 31.

In the men's match, India rode on
half-centuries from Rohit Sharma
and Virat Kohli to post 184/3 in their
20 overs after being asked to bat first.
In reply, the Australians could only
manage 157/8 despite being given a
superb start by Aaron Finch.

Rohit continued his superb form
during the ongoing tour, scoring 60
runs off 47 balls with five boundaries
and a six. He added 97 runs for the
opening partnership along with
Shikhar Dhawan (42).

Kohli walked in at the fall of
Dhawan's wicket and proceeded to
build on the solid foundation
provided by the openers by belting
59 runs in his 33-ball innings which
included seven boundaries and a six.

Chasing a challenging target, the
hosts were off to a flying start with
Finch going great guns. The
Australian captain smashed 74 runs
off 48 deliveries with eight
boundaries and a couple of sixes.
Shaun Marsh was going steady at the
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Indian Women's Cricket TeamCreate History The Indian
women's cricket team scripted
history by clinching its maiden
Twenty20 series win over three-
time world champion Australia
with a comprehensive 10-wicket
triumph in the rain-truncated
second game on January 29.

With the latest win, Indians
established a 2-0 lead in the three-

match series which will wind up on
January 31 in Sydney. Opting to
bowl after winning the toss, the
Indians had their more fancied
rivals on the mat in overcast
conditions.

India restricted Australia to 125
in the match which was reduced to
18-overs-a-side following rain
interruption. In reply, the Indian
eves came out all guns blazing and

were cruising along nicely before
another round of showers forced a
revision of target to 66 in 10 overs.

Skipper Mithali Raj (37 not
out) struck the winning runs as
India overhauled the target in 9.1
overs. In a throughly dominating
performance from start to finish,
India cornered Australia early on
by reducing them to 33 for three in
just the fifth overs of the match.

other end, scoring a run-a-ball 23.
The Australians were cruising

comfortably along at 10 runs an over,
but the fall of Marsh's wicket in the
10th triggered a collapse.

Chris Lynn (2) and the dangerous
Glenn Maxwell (1) were sent back
by Hardik Pandya and Yuvraj Singh
respectively as the Australians lost
three wickets in as many overs which
pegged back their momentum.

Finch and Shane Watson tried to
re-build the innings, but Ravindra
Jadeja sent back Watson in the 15th
over with a stunning return catch off
his own bowling.

Finch, who was struggling with a
cramped hamstring, was run out in

the next over as the Indians tightened
their grip on the match.

Left-arm spinner Ravindra Jadeja
(2/32) and young pacer Jasprit
Bumrah (2/37) were the most
successful among the Indian bowlers.

In the women's game, veteran
pacer Jhulan Goswami (2-16) and
left-arm spinner Rajeshwari
Gayakwad (2-27) starred with the
ball as the Australians posted 125/8
from 18 overs in a rain-affected
contest. Harmanpreet Kaur (1-2) and
Poonam Yadav (1-17) also bagged a
wicket each.

Australian captain Meg Lanning
was the highest scorer with 49 while
Jess Jonassen also batted well.

India made a fine start to their
chase through openers Mithali Raj
and Smriti Mandhana. The visitors
were on 52/0 in the eighth over when
rain arrived in the eighth over of the
chase they were ahead of the D/L
target on 0 for 52.

After the rain eventually stopped,
only a further 2.1 overs could be
played with India needing 14 runs
according to the re-adjusted

Duckworth/Lewis score. The
Indians claimed victory with five
balls to spare. Mithali remained
unbeaten on 37 from 32 balls with six
boundaries. Mandhana was not out
on 22, with three boundaries
studding her 24-ball knock.
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APakistani fan of Indian star
batsman Virat Kohli is
facing up to a decade in jail

after being taken into custody for
raising the Indian tricolour on the
roof of his house in Punjab province.

The fan arrested on January 26
was identified as Umar Draz, who
hails from a town in Okara district of
Pakistan's Punjab province, about
200 km from Lahore.

Police said the 22-year-old went
against the ideology of Pakistan
when he hoisted the flag on his
rooftop celebrating Kohli’s blazing
knock of 90 not out, which set up
India’s 37-run win in the first of three
Twenty20 Internationals cricket
series against Australia.

Regional police officer Faisal
Rana said Draz was charged under
Pakistan's penal code with acting
against Pakistan’s sovereignty and
that he could face a fine and 10 years
in jail.

"Draz initially told us that he is a
true Pakistani but likes Kohli and
never knew that was a crime," Rana

was quoted as saying by
dunyanews.tv.

His act is against our country's
sovereignty and is against the
ideology of Pakistan. The officer also
said Draz’s home was full of pictures
of Kohli. He is a diehard fan of Kohli
and there were big posters pasted on
the walls of his house," he said.

Kohli's Pakistani fan facesup to 10 years in prison
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Women having Facebook
accounts beware! Your
pictures may be among

several thousands that are being
morphed and misused to promote
online sex chats and pornographic
content.

A group of ethical hackers have
now started a crackdown on explicit
social media pages in India, revealed
cyber security experts. They have
reportedly brought down several
Facebook profiles and pages engaged
in copying pictures of girls from their
Facebook albums and misusing them
by morphing the images.

Hackers found out that the
followers of these pages with explicit
content are equipped with cameras
and smartphones. Not only do they
steal pictures of girls on Facebook,
they are also taking photographs of
girls at public places and sending
them to the administrators of these
pages. Experts believe more than 40
per cent of female users on Facebook
are victims of such crimes in India.

“This is the biggest online threat

we face today. Criminals are copying
and saving pictures of female users
on social media. They are using
pictures of attractive women to entice
users to connect on sex chats. There
are several such active pages, but
cops are barely doing anything to take
them down,” said a cyber crime
expert.

Earlier, such crimes were
committed as an act of revenge, after
a break-up for example, but criminals
are now using pictures of girls to lure
users to paid sex websites or extort
money from them.

A team of 15 white-hat hackers of
Kerala Cyber Warriors claims to have
hacked at least 70 Facebook profiles
and several other pages which are
running such sex chats. The team
started the crackdown following the
arrest of 11 people, including a model
and her husband, by the Kerala Police
for running an online sex racket.

The sites blocked by hackers have
thousands of likes and can be
accessed anywhere across the
country. Hackers claim that these
criminals are faking their identity to
create such pages, but the hackers are

exposing their phone numbers,
address and even their IP addresses,
to shame them.

“We exposed details of the
criminals’ real identity along with
their fake profile on our page. Taking
legal action is not in our hands, but
our work is to expose them. During
our investigation, we also found that
some are taking pictures of
unsuspecting girls at bus stops, cafés
and other public places,” the ethical
hackers said. Even police are flooded
with several such complaints, but the
action they take is limited – they just
block the content.

“The number of these complaints
is increasing by the day. We contact
Facebook time and again to give us
the details of such users, but the reply
from them is not prompt. So, we
mostly report abuse on the content
which is further examined by the
service provider following which
they remove the content,” a senior
Delhi Police officer said.

The officer admitted that this is
not a foolproof solution as the
criminals can easily create a similar
profile again.

Facebook
pictures of 40% 
Indian girls

being misused:
Experts
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PHD Chamber of Commerce and Industry has
complimented the Petronet LNG and Ministry of

Petroleum & Natural Gas for successfully renegotiating
LNG prices with Ras Gas of Qatar.

President of the PHD Chamber, Dr Mahesh Gupta
said appreciated the efforts for making gas available
between $7-8 per mBtu from earlier level of US$ 12-13
per mBtu to Petronet LNG Ltd.

Petronet LNG Ltd, India’s biggest importer of
liquefied natural gas (LNG),  will be saving  up to Rs
16,000 crore ($2.5 billion) in this renegotiation of a long
term gas purchase agreement with Qatar.

Petronet LNG made sure that India did not lose out in
the changing dynamics, Gupta said adding that its efforts
are highly appreciable as the nation is moving towards a
gas-based economy.

INDIA MOVING TOWARDS GAS BASED
ECONOMY: DR MAHESH GUPTA
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Union Minister of Steel & Mines,
Narendra Singh Tomar,

performed the Bhoomi Pooja on
January 22 for the Railway Siding
Project at NMDC’s upcoming
Nagarnar Steel Plant.

Tomar was at NMDC’s Nagarnar
Steel Plant to assess the progress of
the upcoming 3 MTPA (million
tonnes per annum) steel plant, being
built at a cost of 15,525 crores.

The Railway Siding Project is a
critical component of the Steel Plant
to bring in critical raw material like
iron ore, coking coal, limestone and
dolomite etc. for production and for
outward movement of finished steel
and slag.

The Project is scheduled to be
completed in the next 18 months to
coincide with the Plant’s production
schedule. Tomar inspected
construction work and expressed
satisfaction at the progress of the
Project work.

Later, interacting with NMDC
officials he stressed on the need to
stick to the deadlines and close
monitoring. Ministers from
Chhattisgarh state government,
elected representatives and senior
officials of the NMDC were present.

Minister Performs Bhoomi
Puja at Nagarnar Steel Plant
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Eating fruit, such as apples,
pears, and berries, and
vegetables that contain high

levels of flavonoids, may be linked to
less weight gain, finds a study.

The findings of the study, which
was published in The British Medical
Journal, revealed that increased
consumption of flavonoid subclasses
was associated with less weight gain.

Dietary flavonoids are natural
compounds found in fruits and
vegetables linked to weight loss, but
most studies have looked at a
particular flavonoid found in green
tea, and have mostly been limited to
small samples.

This is the first study to examine
the associations between
consumption of seven flavonoid
subclasses and weight gain in a large
sample study of 124,086 participants

based across the US between 1986
and 2011. The participants self-
reported their weight, lifestyle habits,
and any recently diagnosed diseases
via questionnaire after every two
years and also self reported their diet
after every four years.

The researchers said that the
findings "may help to refine previous
dietary recommendations for the
prevention of obesity and its potential

consequences". Losing or preventing
even small amounts of weight can
reduce risk of diabetes, cancer,
hypertension and cardiovascular
disease, the study suggested.

The scientists added that people
may be able to maximize the health
benefits of eating fruit and vegetables
by choosing those with high levels of
flavonoids, such as apples, pears, and
berries.

Eat apple, berries to cut flab
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Aman hurled a shoe at Bihar
Chief Minister Nitish Kumar
on January 28, but it missed

the intended target.
The incident took place during a

function at which Nitish Kumar
reiterated the ban on sale of liquor in
Bihar from April 1, police said.

"A man attempted to throw a shoe
at the chief minister at a function in
Bakhtiyarpur in Patna," a district
police official said. The shoe landed
a few metres away from Nitish

Kumar.
"This incident took place when

Nitish Kumar reiterated that he was
committed to implementing a total

ban on liquor in the state from April
1. A man protested against it by
throwing a shoe at him," the police
official said.

Earlier, Nitish Kumar had made
it clear that a total ban on liquor
would be imposed in the state in
phases. Bihar would first ban
country-made liquor and then Indian-
made foreign liquor (IMFL), he said.

Ban on sale and consumption of
alcohol was one of the promises
Nitish Kumar made during
campaigning for the 2015 Bihar
assembly elections.

Bihar Chief Minister escapes shoe attack
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In a fresh twist to the
Rohith Vemula case that
has divided political

opinion on the
discrimination faced by
Dalit students, Manikumar
Vemula, the father of the
PhD scholar who allegedly
hanged himself at the
Hyderabad Central
University campus, claimed
that his son was murdered.

At a press conference on
January 26, Manikumar
alleged that his son Rohith's
death was a murder and demanded
that the government conduct a
judicial inquiry to find out the truth.
He also claimed that the suicide note
was not written by Rohith, according
to the Times of India.

With questions being raised on
Rohith's caste, Manikumar, who
hailed from Gurajala in Guntur
district, said his son was not a
Scheduled Caste person. "We hail
from the Vaddera community of
backward classes," TOI quoted him
as saying.

Meanwhile, as many as 60
protesters who were demanding the
resignation of HRD Minister Smriti
Irani and Union Labour Minister
Bandaru Dattatreya over the suicides
of Vemula and the three medical
students in Tamil Nadu, were
detained in Chennai.

The SC and ST Teachers Forum
of the HCU have said they would go
on a hunger strike demanding the

resignation of the Vice Chancellor
and the interim head over the issue. 

"The SC/ST Teachers Forum will
go on a hunger strike demanding the
resignation of VC P Appa Rao and
incumbent VC Prof Vipin Srivastava
in order to resume academic and
administrative activities," the Forum
said in a notice to the HCU Registrar.

Several members of the Forum
have given up their administrative
responsibilities in solidarity with the
agitating students. Six of the seven
students of HCU, on hunger strike to
protest the suicide of Vemula, have
been shifted to a health centre even
as the agitators took out a march to
the residence of the interim head of
the institution.

The students, who had given a
nationwide university strike call,
marched to the residence of the
Srivastava and then went outside the
campus and burnt the effigy of the
Vice-chancellor, whose ouster they

have been seeking.
Rohith was found hanging in a

hostel room on the HCU campus on
January 17, sparking strong reactions
on the campus and across the
country. Rohith and four other
students, all from the dalit
community, were suspended last year
by the varsity for allegedly attacking
an ABVP leader.

The suspension of the four
students was revoked last week after
the issue snowballed into a major
political row with the agitation
drawing support from parties other
than the BJP.

"The University reiterates its
appeal to the students and requests
the parents and public to bear with us
while we make earnest efforts to
restore the normalcy at the earliest,"
the interim VC said. Srivastava said
he and the HCU fraternity deeply
condole the tragic and untimely death
of Vemula.

Rohith Vemula's father
claims son was murdered
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The trauma of a protracted
legal battle and allegations of
their daughter-in-law and her

family forced an elderly couple to
seek mercy killing from the
President.

The couple, retired central
government employee - DD Sharma
and his wife Shakuntala - both 68,
are unable to meet their daily
expenses thanks to court proceedings
which have dragged on for a decade
now.

“Please give me the permission
for mercy killing or send me some
poison so that I can free myself and
my wife from the wrath of the
draconian law of domestic violence,”
pleaded Sharma in a letter to the
President and the Chief Justice of
India (CJI). The couple wrote to the
President on January 14 this year, but
are yet to get a reply.

Sharma, a resident of Yamuna
Vihar in Delhi, said he and his wife
have been falsely implicated in the
case. He said there has been no
development in the case despite it
dragging for 10 years. He further
alleged that despite lodging a
complaint with the National
Commission for Women (NCW),
nobody has come to their rescue.

“We are bearing the brunt of an
offence not committed by us and no
authority has come forward to help
us,” Sharma said, adding: “Our
daughter-in-law, who is the main
source of this harassment, is moving
around freely, why this

discrimination against us?”
In her complaint, the couple’s

daughter-in-law has alleged that they
used to torture her by hitting her and
throwing hot water on her.

However, the senior citizens
claimed they couldn’t have assaulted
their daughter-in-law as she never
lived with them for several years.

“Our son is in the Air Force. After
the marriage, our daughter-in-law
went to live with him at the location
where he was posted. After just a
year of marriage, she started forcing
us to transfer our house to our son’s
name. 

Her parents also started
pressuring us to transfer our property
in our son’s name. We told them that
after us, our son is the legal heir of
our property, but we would not
transfer it under any pressure.

"While the issue was settled for a
while, we did not know that it would
again come to haunt us. A case of

domestic violence was filed against
us. Whenever our daughter came
back to Delhi, she barely visited us
and instead lived with her parents. In
such a situation, when she never
lived with her in-laws, how can she
file a case of domestic violence
against us?” Sharma asked. He
claimed that when they approached
police officers and the NCW, they
returned disappointed.

“The law to protect women is
being used against a woman. Is there
no law in India to protect the interests
of the senior citizens? My wife and I
have faced immense pain in handling
this issue. People who are at fault
need to be punished, but those who
have been falsely implicated should
be rescued,” he said.

Surprisingly, this is not the only
such case. Six similar petitions have
been filed before the President where
harassed men and their families have
sought mercy killing.

Elderly couple seek mercy
killing from President
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Acomputer scientist in the US
has developed software to
detect and verify potential

nuclear tests, especially by smaller
devices, possibly by terrorist
organisations or other non-state
actors.

Erik Sudderth, a computer
scientist from Brown University,
Rhode Island, has designed a
Vertically Integrated Seismic
Analysis (VISA) - a machine
learning system that is helping the
International Monitoring System to

make sure that no nuclear explosion
goes undetected. 

Sudderth and his team devised an
efficient inference algorithm that can
scan incoming data to find events
that likely represent an actual seismic
signal.

The VISA can reduce the number
of missed events by 60 percent
compared to the original system. It
can also provide more accurate
location information in many cases,
the findings revealed.

The International Monitoring
System includes 149 certified
seismic monitoring stations around

the globe. These stations send data to
the Comprehensive Nuclear-Test-
Ban Treaty Organization's (CTBTO)
headquarters in Vienna, Austria,
where analysts compile all seismic
events into a daily bulletin supplied
to nations around the world. 

Analysts pick out unnatural
events from the characteristics of the
seismic waveforms they create, but
before they can determine whether
an event is unnatural, they need to
know that an event has occurred.

"You have hundreds of stations
all over the world producing high-
dimensional data that's streaming in
24-by-seven," said Sudderth adding
People can't look at all the data all the
time. They need the help of
automated tools.

The automated tools keep a
constant eye on every station and
create a log of potential local
detections. They also combine data
from multiple stations to hypothesize
the time, location, and magnitude of
plausible seismic events, Sudderth
explained, in the paper published in
the Bulletin of the Seismological
Society of America. 

Analysts then look at those data
to determine, if indeed, each
detection was from a seismic event
or just represented a random noise.
Once an event is confirmed to be
real, analysts review it to determine
whether it was natural or human-
made, he concluded. 

Computer scientist
develops software to
detect nuclear tests
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The Earth's surface is being
noticeably altered by the
production of long-lasting

man-made materials, resulting in an
'age of plastic,' warns a new study.

The research suggests that plastics
have such a long-lasting impact on
the planet's geology because they are
inert and hard to degrade.

"Plastics are pretty well
everywhere on Earth, from mountain
tops to the deep ocean floor -- and can
be fossilised into the far future," said
Jan Zalasiewicz, professor of
palaeobiology from University of
Leicester's department of geology.

"We now make almost a billion
tonnes of the stuff every three years.
If all the plastic made in the last few
decades was clingfilm, there would

be enough to put a layer around the
whole Earth. With current trends of
production, there will be the
equivalent of several more such
layers by mid-century," Zalasiewicz
informed.

Plastics can travel thousands of
miles, caught up in the 'great oceanic
garbage patches', or eventually being
washed up on distant beaches.
Plastics can eventually sink to the sea
floor, to become a part of the strata of
the future.

Their distribution in both the
terrestrial and marine realms suggests
that they are a key geological
indicator of the Anthropocene, an
epoch where humans dominate the
Earth's surface geology, as a
distinctive stratal component.

""Plastics will continue to be
input into the sedimentary cycle over

coming millennia as temporary stores
-- landfill sites -- are eroded,"
Zalasiewicz said in a paper published
in the journal Anthropocene.

"Plastics already enable fine time
resolution within Anthropocene
deposits via the development of their
different types and via the artefacts,
known as 'technofossils', they are
moulded into, and many of these may
have long-term preservation potential
when buried in strata," the authors
wrote.

Zalasiewicz's team included
University of Leicester professor
Mark Williams and research student
Yasmin Yonan from the department
of geology and field archaeologist
Matt Edgeworth, an honorary visiting
research fellow from the varsity's
school of archaeology and ancient
history.

EARTH HAS ENTERED INTO
AN AGE OF PLASTIC
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Scientists have discovered a
new species of bird with a
soothing tone in northeastern

India and adjacent parts of China.
The bird, described in the current
issue of the journal Avian Research,
has been named Himalayan forest
thrush Zoothera salimalii.

The scientific name honours the
great Indian ornithologist Salim Ali,
in recognition of his contributions to
the development of Indian
ornithology and nature conservation.

The discovery process for the
Himalayan forest thrush began in
2009 when it was realised that what
was considered a single species, the
plain-backed thrush Zoothera
mollissima, was in fact two different
species in northeastern India, said
Pamela Rasmussen from Michigan
State University in the US.

Shashank Dalvi from Bengaluru-
based National Centre of Biological
Sciences was also part of the research
team. What first caught scientists'
attention was the plain-backed thrush
in the coniferous and mixed forest
had a rather musical song, whereas
those found in the same area - on
bare rocky ground above the
treeline - had a much harsher,
scratchier, unmusical song.

"It was an exciting
moment when the penny
dropped, and we realised

that the two different song types from
plain-backed thrushes that we first
heard in northeast India in 2009, and
which were associated with different
habitats at different elevations, were
given by two different species," said
lead researcher Per Alstrom of
Uppsala University in Sweden.

Along with keen field
observations, the scientists had to do
a lot of sleuthing with museum
specimens. Investigations involving
collections in several countries
revealed consistent differences in
plumage and structure between birds
that could be assigned to either of
these two species. It
was confirmed
that the species
breeding in the
forests of the
eastern

Himalayas had no name.
Further analyses of plumage,

structure, song, DNA and ecology
from throughout the range of the
plain-backed thrush revealed that a
third species was present in central
China. This was already known but
was treated as a subspecies of plain-
backed thrush. The scientists called
it Sichuan forest thrush.

The song of the Sichuan forest
thrush was found to be even more
musical than the song of the
Himalayan forest thrush. DNA
analyses suggested that these three
species have been genetically
separated for several million years.

New bird species 
with musical tone
discovered in India
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Digital revolution has
impacted 33 percent of the
global economy, according

to a study conducted by Accenture.
The annual study report

Accenture Technology Vision 2016

says that 85 percent of the survey
respondents believe that the pace of
technology change will increase at a
rapid or unprecedented rate over the
next three years. The survey
identifies five technology trends that
have fuelled the business success in
the digital economy.

The first technology is intelligent
automation, a technology that is
powered by artificial intelligence
(AI), robotics and augmented reality
– to fundamentally change the way
their business operates and drive a
new, more productive relationship
between people and machines.

Automation and
AI to boost digital
economy: Study

The first technology is intelligent automation, a technology that is powered by artificial
intelligence (AI), robotics and augmented reality – to fundamentally change the way

their business operates and drive a new, more productive relationship between people
and machines.
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The survey reveals that 70
percent of respondents
acknowledged increased AI-related
technology investments compared to
two years ago, and 55 percent
revealed that they plan on using
machine learning and embedded AI
solutions like IPsoft Amelia
extensively.

Liquid workforce is the second
technology that is in trend among
entrepreneurs. By exploiting
technology to enable workforce
transformation, leading companies

will create highly adaptable and
change-ready environments that are
able to meet today’s dynamic digital
demands.

Respondents for this technology
indicated that “deep expertise for the
specialized task at hand” was only
the fifth-most-important
characteristic they required for
employees to perform well in a
digital work environment. Other
qualities like ‘the ability to quickly
learn’ and ‘the ability to shift gears’
were ranked higher.

Third technology in trend
according to the survey is platform

economy. Platform-based business
models to capture new growth
opportunities, driving the most
profound change in the global
macroeconomic environment since
the Industrial Revolution, says the
report, substantiating it with 81
percent of survey respondents who
agree that platform-based business
models will become part of their
organization’s core growth strategy
within three years.

Fourth trend-driven technology is
predictable disruptions, with which

forward-thinking leaders can
proactively predict these ecosystem
trajectories to gain a competitive
advantage. “81 percent of survey
respondents indicated the rise of the
technology in industry,” the study
says.

Lastly, digital trust that focuses
not along on maintaining security but
also the digital ethics as a core
strategy, on which 83 percent of the
respondents agreed.

Accenture conducted the survey
on the technology vision external
advisory board, a group comprising
more than two dozen experienced
individuals from the public and
private sectors, academia, venture
capital firms and entrepreneurial
companies. In addition, technology
luminaries and industry experts, as
well as with nearly 100 Accenture
business leaders were interviewed for
the survey.

In parallel, Accenture Research
conducted a global survey of more
than 3,100 business and IT
executives across 11 countries and 12
industries to capture insights into the
adoption of emerging technologies.

Respondents were mostly C-level
executives and directors, with some
functional and line-of-business leads,
at companies with annual revenues
of at least US$500 million, with the
majority of companies having annual
revenues greater than US$6 billion,
as per the Technology Vision team.

Third technology in trend according to the survey is
platform economy. Platform-based business models to

capture new growth opportunities, driving the most
profound change in the global macroeconomic

environment since the Industrial Revolution, says the
report, substantiating it with 81 percent of survey

respondents who agree that platform-based business
models will become part of their organization’s core

growth strategy within three years.
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Light combat aircraft Tejas, made in India by state-
run company Hindustan Aeronautics Ltd (HAL),
flew for the first time at the Bahrain International

Air Show.
"Two Tejas fighters are participating in the three-day

Bahrain air show to display its air prowess through
aerobatic manoeuvres like 8-G (gravity) pull, vertical
loop, slow fly past and barrel roll," HAL chairman and
managing director T Suvarna Raju said in a statement
from the island country in the Persian Gulf.

Designed and developed by the city-based
aeronautical agencies of state-run Defence Research and
Development Organsiation (DRDO), Tejas is a single
engine, light weight, agile, multi-role supersonic fighter.

HAL has set-up a
dedicated division in
Bengaluru to
manufacture a fleet
of Tejas for induction

in the Indian Air Force (IAF) as frontline fighters. "It is
important that indigenous aircraft fly outside India in
international air shows. Tejas is a 4.5 generation aircraft
with supersonic capability at all altitudes. It has fly-by-
wire, open architecture computer for avionics and combat
capability," Raju said.

India is also displaying the HAL-made four advanced
light helicopters (ALH) Dhruv of the IAF as aerobatic
team Sarang to enthrall visitors at the air show.

Developed for the Indian armed services, Dhruv is
suitable for increased payload at higher altitudes. HAL
delivered about 200 Dhruv in variants for military and
civilian use over a decade.

The company is also displaying its light combat
helicopter (LCH), which completed trials recently as an
attack chopper at 10,000-12,000 feet altitude with
weapons.

TEJAS makes debut
at Bahrain AIR SHOW

HAL has set-up a dedicated division in Bengaluru to
manufacture a fleet of Tejas for induction in the 

Indian Air Force (IAF) as frontline fighters.
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Polytechnic education is aimed
at the promotion of technical
and vocational education and

training, technology transfer and skills
development to enhance the socio-
economic development. Polytechnic
education is offered by government,
aided and private polytechnic colleges
in the state under the aegis of
Department of Technical Education.

According to the secretary, State
Board of Technical Education and
Training, D Venkateswarlu,
polytechnic courses are offered by the
polytechnic institutes recognized by
the All India Council of Technical
Education (AICTE). “Polytechnic
education plays a vital role in human
resource development of a country by
creating skilled manpower, enhancing
industrial productivity and improving
the quality of life,” says Venkates
warlu. As many as 23 courses are
offered by the polytechnics across the
state of which nine courses are state
level courses. Also, sandwich (SW)
courses spanning over a period of
three and half years are offered.

The courses offered include Civil,
Electrical & Electronics, Electronics
& Communication, Mechanical,
Automobile, Computer, Architecture,
Applied Electronics &
Instrumentations, Mining, Metallurgy,
IT, HMCT, CCP, Garment, Chemical,
Sugar Technology, Packaging,
Footwear, Home Science, Printing,
Textile, Craft Technology, Ceramic,
Bio-Medical, Chemical, Oil
Technology, Petro Chemicals, Plastics
of Polymers.

A common entrance test –
POLYCET – is conducted for
admission into the courses.
Candidates should appear for
POLYCET after SSC, Venkateswarlu
said adding that a two year pharmacy
course is also offered after 10+2
(Intermediate) on the basis of merit.

The secretary further said that
government runs 54 polytechnics
across the state of which three are
state level polytechnics – two in
Secunderabad and one in Hyderabad.
Besides these, the government runs

three model residential polytechnics
at Gajwel in Medak district,
Karimnagar and Utnoor in Adilabad
district. Venkateswarlu also said that
the government is running seven
government polytechnics exclusively
for women at Warangal, Nizamabad,
Suryapet, Siddipet, Jogipet, Pebbair
and Medak and one government
polytechnic for minority women at
Badangpet in Hyderabad.

The students have to pay Rs 3,800
towards fee for a year to pursue
courses in government polytechnic
while the fee in private polytechnic is
Rs 15,500 a year including tuition fee
and miscellaneous fee.

Students belonging to backward
castes, SC, ST and EBC sections get
scholarships as per guidelines, he said.
Sill development centers are also
being run in certain government
polytechnics to improve the
communication and other skills of the
students, he said adding that those
who complete polytechnic course can
directly take admission in second year
engineering in government colleges
since 20 percent seats are reserved for
them or they can write ECET, which
is conducted solely for polytechnic

students willing to pursue higher
studies in engineering.

Polytechnic education guarantees
job after completion of the course,
Venkateswarlu said adding that the
courses assure minimum guaranteed
income. For more information, people
can approach State Board of Technical
Education and Training, 7th Floor,
BRKR Govt. Offices Complex,
Tankbund Road, Hyderabad-500 063.
People may also contact the officials
via email at dtets@cgg.gov.in or on
the phone numbers 040-23221191
(SBTET) and 040-24615667 (DTE)
or visit the website
http//sbtet.telangana.gov.in

POLYTECHNIC EDUCATION
GUARANTEES EMPLOYMENT
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The government of Karnataka
has set a target of attracting
Rs1 lakh crore investments

during the ‘Invest Karnataka-2016’,
a global investors meet, to be held in
the city for three days from February
3.

This edition of Invest Karnataka
is special in that the state is also
showcasing public infrastructure
projects – up to 117 projects worth
Rs. 1 lakh crore in 9 infra sub-sectors
– for private participation under the
PPP model.

Additional Chief Secretary,
Commerce and Industries
Department , K Ratna Prabha said,
“We have set a realistic target and
have already received proposals for
investment to the tune of over Rs
16,000 crore.”

Many Indian and foreign firms
have shown interest in investing in
the state. Attracting maximum
investment and creating employment
is the major objective of the investors
meet and the state’s industrial policy
too emphasises this, she said.

“This time, the focus is on
manufacturing, aerospace,
automobile and machine tools. Also,
the government is encouraging
industries to go to Tier II cities and
many industries are coming up
outside Bengaluru,” she said. “We,
however, cannot do away with their

love for Bengaluru.”
The ease of doing business in the

state is one of the major issues
raised by the industries, and

various government departments are
working to ensure that the system is
industries-friendly, Ratna Prabha
said.

Providing land to companies that
have come forward to invest was an
issue and the government is
addressing it.  “We have 40,000 acre
land bank and the government will
provide land and also suitable
infrastructure facilities,” the
additional secretary said.

Over 100 projects worth around
Rs1 lakh crore are showcased on the
Invest Karnataka-2016 website for
the benefit of firms willing to invest
in them.

Invest Karnataka: Govt sets 
target of Rs 1 lakh crore
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Reasonable costs, less pain,
early recovery and increasing
awareness have put India on

the global map when it comes to
robot-assisted surgeries across the

health spectrum and the country is
poised to take a leap soon, some of
the leading robotic surgeons have
said.

According to the latest data from
hospitals, Mumbai recorded over
70,000 robotic surgeries in 2015 --

mostly on patients from abroad.
Delhi and Bengaluru have performed
nearly 20,000 and 25,000 robotic
surgeries, respectively.

More specifically, patients from
the Middle East and Africa appear to
be making a beeline for robot-

INDIA EMERGING AS TOP HUB FOR
ROBOT-ASSISTED SURGERIES
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assisted surgeries in India because
either they do not have advance
robotic surgery facilities in their
home country or, if available, they
are very expensive.

"I get at least one to two inquiries
for robotic surgeries every week.
These inquiries are usually from the
Middle East and Africa. In the last
two months alone, I had operated on
seven patients with prostate cancer
from out of India," Dr Anup Ramani,
consultant robotic and uro-
oncological surgeon from Saifee
Hospital and Breach Candy Hospital,
Mumbai, told news agency IANS.

Dr Ramani said that for early
prostate cancer the best treatment is
through robotic surgery. In India,
prostate cancer has seen a sharp rise
and it affects the rich and the poor
alike. "It is very important for men to
do a prostate specific antigen (PSA)
test once a year after 50," Dr Ramani
said.

In New Delhi, Dr Vipin Tyagi,
consultant urologist and robotic
surgeon in Sir Ganga Ram Hospital,
successfully performed robotic
surgery recently on a four-year-old
girl suffering from congenital grade
5 bilateral Vesico Ureteric Reflux
(VUR), a disease in which urine
starts going back from bladder to
kidneys. 

"She was having high fever with
recurrent urinary tract infection since
birth and was brought to Sir
Gangaram Hospital. Tests confirmed
that she had VUR," Dr Tyagi said. 

The parents wanted to avoid any
big incision in the little girl and it
was not easy to do minimally-
invasive surgery either. "We decided
to go in for robot-assisted bilateral
ureteric reimplantation. The use of
big robot, especially for VUR, is
uncommon in children because it is
difficult to get working space for the
robotic arm inside the abdomen of a
small child," the doctor said. 

The team then decided to make
certain modifications and
improvisation for docking of the
robotic arms in the way to get just
sufficient working space for the
procedure. The girl was back home
after two days. Follow-up scans and
reports showed the VUR had been
cured.

"Robotic assistance provides
incomparable 3D vision, better range
of movements and it seems as if the
surgeon has introduced his wrist
inside the abdomen of the patients,"
Dr Tyagi explained. 

According to Dr Meghal
Sanghvi, oncologist at Wockhardt
Hospital, the setup for robotic
surgery is very important for all
hospitals considering the rising
demands for it in various parts
including bypass surgery, transplants,
cancer and gynae procedures.

"Apart from less time, robotic
surgery also ensures there is no
surgical error during the process,"
she noted. Further, the cost is only
marginally higher than a normal
procedure.

According to Dr Chris Holsinger,
48, who leads Stanford Cancer
Centre's Head and Neck Oncology
practice and has been interacting
closely with leading Indian
counterparts since 2008, India has
significant talent and expertise in
performing robot-assisted surgeries
for head and neck patients.

"The use of computer-assisted
surgery (via a surgical robot) to
remove cancerous tissues or tumours
in the head and neck areas helps the
surgeon see the affected areas far
more clearly - which is not possible
in open surgery," Holsinger, who was
recently in India to attend a seminar
on head and neck cancer, said.

The Stanford Medical Center is
working with leading oncologists
with Indian health care providers like
Delhi's Rajiv Gandhi Cancer Institute
and Research Centre (RGCIRC) and
Mumbai's Tata Memorial Cancer
Hospital for study of Human
Papilloma Virus (HPV) patients.

Dr Surender Dabas from
RGCIRC says the minimally
invasive surgical procedure for head
and neck area allows access to the
robot through the mouth, thus
reducing trauma, pain and blood loss.
"Best of all, the procedure does not
leave any scars on the face or neck
and the recovery is much quicker,"
said Dr Dabas.
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Researchers have developed a
blood test that can determine
whether a respiratory illness

is caused by infection from a virus or
bacteria so that proper antibiotics can
be prescribed.

The researchers at Duke
University Medical Centre developed
what it calls gene signatures - patterns
that reflect which of a patient's genes
are turned on or off to indicate
whether someone is fighting infection
from a virus or bacteria.

Results can be derived from a
small sample of the patient's blood.
The signatures were tested in an
observational study described in the
journal Science Translational
Medicine.

They were found to be 87 percent
accurate in classifying more than 300

patients with flu viruses, rhinovirus,
several strep bacteria and other
common infections, as well as
showing when no infection was
present. A respiratory infection is one
of the most common reasons people
come to the doctor.

“But there is no efficient or
highly accurate way to determine
whether the infection is bacterial or
viral. Most patients end up on
antibiotics to treat a bacterial
infection despite the fact that the
majority have viral infections. There
are risks to excess antibiotic use, both
to the patient and to public health,”
explained," said lead author Ephraim
L Tsalik, assistant professor of
medicine at Duke.

The new technique is more
accurate than other tests that look for
the presence of specific microbes, the
authors report.

“More precise ways of

distinguishing infections could not
only reduce unnecessary use of
antibiotics, but also lead to more
precise treatments of viruses,” added
senior author Geoffrey S Ginsburg.

Still, with current technology,
measuring a person's gene expression
profile from blood could take as long
as 10 hours. The researchers are
currently working with developers to
create a one-hour test that could be
used in clinics.

“Right now, we can give patients
Tamiflu to help them recover from an
influenza infection, but for most viral
infections, the treatment is fluids and
rest until it resolves,” Ginsburg noted.

With these findings, Duke
researchers are a significant step
closer to developing a rapid blood test
that could be used in clinics to
distinguish bacterial and viral
infections and to guide appropriate
treatment.

Blood test
can predict
need for

antibiotics
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The impact of a weight-loss surgery may
affect an individual's romantic relationships
and it is likely to extend to the entire family,

according to a study.  The researchers from the
Ohio State University in US, warned that shifting
behaviours and routines in a family can be
unsettling, whether to spouses, partners or children.

"Food is so central to family routines and
celebrations and when you undergo a surgery that
so vastly impacts your ability to eat as you did
before, family members take notice," said Megan
Ferriby, graduate student at the Ohio state.

Married surgical patients were 2.6 times more
likely to have not reached their goal a year after
surgery, showed the findings, published in the
journal Obesity Surgery.

It also revealed that unmarried patients were 2.7
times more likely to stick with post-surgical diet and
exercise goals. The study also found evidence that
some patients' marriages appeared to deteriorate
post surgery. 

The researchers elicited that the findings
illustrate the importance of working with the
patient's family throughout the surgery process.

Spouses and other family members should be
included in the conversations before and after
surgery to give the patient the greatest chance of
reaching his or her goal weight and maintaining
that weight loss, they suggested. 

The researchers reviewed 13 studies published
between 1990 and 2014 -- that focused on the
influence of marriage on weight loss after surgery
and the effects of surgery on the quality of the
marital relationship. 

Weight loss surgery
may kill romance, 
hit family life
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R’DAY SPECIAL

Vibrant parades and colourful programmes highlighting the
culture and achievements of states marked Republic Day

celebrations across the country, which passed off peacefully
amid tight security. The governors hoisted the Tricolour in the
state capitals, and delivered speeches highlighting issues of
immediate concern. Governor E S L Narasimhan hoisted the
national flag at Hyderabad and Vijaywada. Narasimhan
outlined the state government’s vision to eliminate social and
economic disparities. The News You Like brings you a
pictorial description of the Republic Day celebrations.

A PICTORIAL DESCRIPTION OF 
REPUBLIC DAY 2016A
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YOGA & SPIRITUALITY

Nature &
Child birth YOGI ASHWINI

In nature, you will find that for
every aspect there exists an equal
and opposite. Darkness is nothing

but absence of light. Similarly, silence
is nothing but the absence of sound.
It is only the duality in nature, the
coexistence of positive and negative
that gives meaning to the existence of
the whole

The ancient scriptures speak of a
masculine energy Shiv or the doer
and a feminine energy Shakti or the
force. In reality, the whole creation
derives its energy from Shakti and
without her, even the Lord is also just
a form.

The same applies to all aspects of
creation. At the same time, Shakti,

without the Lord, is just pure energy,
which needs a vehicle to carry out
desires. The complete evolution thus
becomes Lord Ardhanareeshwar. This
is the form of the sacred union of
Shiv and Mata Parvati as one.
Interestingly, a union between a
married man and woman also
symbolically represents the

The ancient
scriptures speak of
a masculine energy
Shiv or the doer and
a feminine energy
Shakti or the force.
In reality, the whole
creation derives its
energy from Shakti
and without her,
even the Lord is
also just a form.
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‘Ardhanareeshwar’.
The Vedic rishis saw the union

between a man and woman not for
lust or gratification of sensual desires,
but a sacred union for the purpose of
procreation.

Vedic rishis set yogic techniques
and Sanatan Kriya, which when
followed can give a child of one’s
choice. Parents often wish to decide
everything about their child even
before conception.

They wish to fulfil their
unfulfilled dreams through their
children, but these dreams cannot be
fructified without Guru Kripa.
However, there are certain basic
guidelines that can be followed for
children of a particular pravriti.

In a day, energy patterns keep
changing. Similarly, day-to-day
patterns also keep changing. Every
object of creation, all lokas
(dimensions of existence) and yugas
(dimensions of time), as per the
revelation of the ancient yogis, exist
as energy forms.

The movements of earth change

the dimension of time, it lies tilted on
its axis, when the axis tilts, yugas
change as when it moves on the axis,
the seasons change. Every movement
from one dimension to the other
brings about a change or
transformation as every day comes
with its unique energy patterns.

To better understand energy
changes that occur daily, we must
first understand the concept of
sandhya, that is, when one energy
transforms into another. Vedic
philosophy describes four types of
sandhyas that occur on any given day.

The first, Brahma sandhya occurs
an hour before and after sunrise.
Positive forces are at their peak. Since
this time period is the best time for
communion with higher energies, a
child that is conceived during this
time will be a pure and saintly soul.

As the day progresses, energies
transform, positive energies go down
while negative energy starts to rise,
leading to the Tantrik sandhya. This
occurs between 10.20 am and 11.30
am, where the positive and negative

forces are equal in strength.
This sandhya aids material gain,

thus a child conceived during this
time will have a strong hold over the
material. At sunset again, energies
change giving rise to the third
sandhya where negative energies are
at their peak.

A child conceived during this
period can show negative traits.
However, practices like the Sanatan
Kriya are done during this time to
protect the child from the negative
energies in the environment.

The last and fourth sandhya
occurs at midnight, when negative
energies are going down and positive
energies are going up. Interaction
with the spirit world is very easy
during this time.

Children conceived during this
time will be level-headed and with
potentiality to interact with the world
of ether.

However, if your child has Guru
Kripa, no matter the time or day of
birth, there is nothing he/she will not
be able to achieve.
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